1. Introduction

During Golden Age (the 1960s and the 1970s), Cambodian culture and art were known as the most
advanced and lively music in Asia. Many genres such as Rock ‘n’ Roll, Rhythms and Blues, and Country music were introduced to South East Asia including Cambodia. Not only western music, Talent Producers, and Singers had created Cambodian music genre which had Khmer color into the music. However, the liberal culture, talented artist and producers were killed during Pol Pot Regime (1975-1979). Anything related to liberal arts and immoral culture was abolished and destroyed. Cambodian music including Electronic and dance music including harmony of guitars began to grow again since 1990. The most significant problems in the Entertainment industry is facing the collapse. According to Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts indicated that there were 67 films and karaoke production films and karaoke album in 2008; however, there are just 31 companies remained due to rampant piracy and the economic downturn led to low-quality products and prices[1]. Even though the music industry has increased popularity among youth in the country, it has been noticed that most of the music production companies plagiarize the songs from other countries instead of making their own music since composing music is much more difficult than singing and it requires a lot of investment to make an entire song and write lyrics which could not reach the requirement of the market. Moreover, songwriters say they still face major obstacles in gaining a foothold writing original music, not least of which is the problem of how to earn money selling music in the era of digital downloads and YouTube[2]. Additionally, quality of the music is not good enough because of plagiarism from other foreign countries[3]. Some companies were bankrupt due to the consistency market of massive copied songs. The copied songs are massively criticized from the public in the social network.

Therefore, to encourage and improve the music creation in Cambodia, the study will encounter the reliable marketing strategies that need to imply for the music production companies. The study suggested a music ranking website using sentiment analysis which data were collected from Production Companies Facebook Pages' posts and comments. The studied used implementation driven research methodology following XP development method of Agile Development methodology. Mostly, the fans comment on the posts in the Khmer Language; therefore, the study proposed an algorithm which translates from Khmer to English, doing sentiment analysis and generate the ranking. The result showed 80% accuracy of translation and sentiment analysis on the proposed system. The songs that rank high in the system are the songs which are original and fit the occasion in Cambodia. With the finding of the studies, the music trends will create a new culture for the whole country. Moreover, the opinion mining found from the research will increase the competitive advantage of the music productions as well as to encourage the producers to compose the new songs which fit the particular activities and event. According to the music producer said that "creating a new sound will be amplified to the next generation, impacting them and impacting our society in return. If we can gain a more comprehensive awareness of how our art form is making a difference around us, we will undoubtedly become better musicians - musicians with a purpose[4]. More significantly, through our methodology of research in the social network in the field of Cambodian popular music, it can be applied to any areas in the Entertainment such as variety shows, movie trailers. Not just in the Entertainment industry, but this approach could be applied in another field such as tourism since our country is based on the tourism and also to the food, restaurants, and hotels. Further, our research will mine the data from Khmer; therefore, this also can apply to another language with the purpose of finding the opinion of the customers on their services or products.

The study is divided into six sections. First section talked about the introduction of the study; second section portrayed the literature review which related to the study. The third section explained the research methodology; meanwhile, the proposed system described in fourth section. Fifth section is for interpreting the result found from the research whereas the last section is for conclusion and further research.
2. Literature Review

2.1 Music Ranking Charts

The music ranking chart plays a major role in the industry of music. According to Giles, the outcome of music chart represents the information to the market of music\(^5\). Some of music charts are based on the CDs sales for example, Billboard and UK Charts\(^6\). However, we cannot valuate the music popularity only by the sales number since there are many ways for fan to listen the music nowadays. Due to the digital download, the most famous music should be not the best-selling one\(^7\). To have the album or songs featured in the charts, basically without a doubt, be regarded as the basic achievement of most pop music artists and their labels. By having the song in the chart, it represents as the quality of public recognition for the artists and their record label's talents. Besides, it also indicates the appreciable artists' earning amounts with gathered directly with their pre-recorded musical output's sale and through indirectly related income sources comprising merchandise products, public performance, touring, etc. Additionally, the success in chart will regard as publicity which can gain more sales for current and future work\(^8\).

There are many well-known charts available in some countries. For instance, in the United States music industry, there is Billboard Hot 100 is a standard popularity charts of singles offered weekly by the Billboard Magazine\(^9\). The ranking of the chart is basically relied on sales data and radio play which gathered 10 days before the chart is released. The process of ranking does not involve in file sharing activity of the account. The new chart is collated and released officially to the public every Tuesday. In billboard magazine's websites, top 50 singles currently ranked on the charts are published every week. Meanwhile, the full charts are accessible only for online subscribers who paid in a small amount of fee\(^10\).

Meanwhile, in Korean music industry, there is an official ranking chart owned by the Korea Music Content Industry Association and the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism. With the cooperation between two organizations, they established a local music chart which is resembled Billboard Charts in 2010, called “Gaon Chart”. This local chart is based on offline and online data of music and album sales. The chart is divided into five categories the Gaon Chart, Online Chart, Digital Chart, Album Chart and Mobile Chart\(^11\).

The Album chart is published with the total number of album sales by six big album distributing companies such as SM Entertainment, LOEN Entertainment, Universal Music, Mnet Media, Sony Music Korea and Mnet Media. The online chart calculates the sales of music on some sources, streaming services and online album sales. For the digital chart, Gaon always release every six months. The chart will calculate Mobile and Online Chart. Besides, the other charts release offline and online on a basis of weekly\(^11\). The result online is calculated by the given data from the top music websites in South Korea such as Mnet, Melon, Dosirak, and Cyworld. The online and offline data are based on the results created by precisely 97 percents of Internet Users who buy music online\(^11\).

2.2 Social Network Analysis

The Social Media sites offer the function that enables the people to make connections with other users and brands and share the information and content such as news, message, photos, and videos. The social network such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube have experienced extraordinary rise these years and are some of the most talked about destination on the Web. Social Media provides an opportunity for the business to connect and interact with the customers, promote its brand and lead the traffic in the website. “Using social media is a significant way to make business seem friendlier and to form closer relationships with the customer”\(^12\). The companies can directly interact with customers by engaging in social media and by creating useful and interesting content companies can position themselves as an expert in the field\(^13\). Even though social media has the significant impact on business, its marketing has received little research attention despite managers and scholars in the travel, hospitality, and tourism industries have urged that social media should become a first priority for future research. Particularly,
research should concentrate on helping managers confront the Web 2.0 hurdles, understanding the behavior of the consumer, using social media in handling customer interactions, and measuring customers’ activities and outcomes[14], [15]. It should be marked that there is a need to develop a clear methodology for data mining related purposes[16]. There are many research that have been done in order to analyze the data from the social network for marketing purpose. There are many of works have been done so far that have dealt with different perspective, mostly sentiment extraction, retrieval, classification, summarization, and presentation [17]. [18][19][23]. Particularly, Data that they have been used is from Twitter to do the text mining and sentiment analysis to found out the brand popularity, the users' opinion and feedback [21], [24][27].

However, there is not much research for sentiment analysis using Facebook data in the field of Entertainment yet. There are just some works done to classify the opinion in e-learning[26]. Besides, there is a research using Naive Bayes Classifier to help language learning, by stimulating the educational process and experimental results[29].

2.3 Sentiment Analysis

The methods for doing sentiment analysis could be categorized into two parts such as language processing based and application oriented methods. In the research of Liu, instead of addressing the sentiment analysis from two difference aspects, lexicon-based, namely, and linguistic analysis, he gave the brief overview on optical analytics approaches in sentiment analysis. The most common and significance indicators of sentiments are the opinion or sentiment words such as good, poor, bad, amazing and also some idioms phrases which are used to express positive or negative opinion. The opinion lexicon or sentiment lexicon is the bag of such kind of words and phrases and is important; however, it is not enough for sentiment analysis. Moreover, to exploit lexicons, linguistic based methods also use the text grammatical structure for sentiment classification. There are two types of lexicon generation approaches namely, dictionary based[17], [22], [30][32] and corpus-based methods[25]. With the first approach, they started with a small dataset of opinion words and extends the lexicon by “bootstrapping a certain dictionary” whereas the second approach creates the lexicon of opinion through learning the dataset.

For the world wide real-life applications of sentiment analysis and opinion mining are one of many reasons that sentiment analysis is the common research problem. Because of these provided applications by opinion mining, many activities particularly those industries have increased in recent years which have widespread to almost every possible domain such as services, products, financial services, healthcare, social events and the political elections. By applying sentiment analysis to social network data, there are many applications in social media that have been done to movie review[33], [34] product reviews[34], [35], App Reviews[36], the prediction of stock market[37], and the detection of trend[38].

There is many research have been done using text mining approach to find the sentiment from the users. The expressed opinions in social networks play a significant role impacting public opinion's behavior throughout areas as various as buying products, seizing the “pulse” of stock markets and voting for the president[27]. The opinion from online has been analyzed recently using sentiment analysis which is basically a natural language processing application that uses text mining and computational linguistics to identify text sentiment, typically as negative, neutral or positive. Some languages might claim that such trend represents poor language use is assisted by technological advancements along with social factors[39]. This complicated factor regarding common Web texts' sentiment detection has been dispensed with through several techniques, including word sense disambiguation[40], negation accurate detection[41], and gathering semantic orientation from the connection[42]. Successfully dealing with this problem has led to a plethora of online sentiment analyses in texts written in languages such as English[30], Chinese[43], Arabic, and multi- languages[17]. In the field of music and video streaming, there are also many research conducted by using the text mining and sentiment analysis. Particularly, the data mining that use the data
from the major platform such as Amazon, Spotify, and many other platforms. In the paper of [44], they analyzed the review text sentiment to predict the product ratings by extracting the features from text reviews and the model of regression to predict ratings of review from Amazon Digital Music.

Meanwhile, there are also some research that have done in South Korea to find out the opinion of fans from the microblogging sites. This study carries out an analysis using text mining that extracts portal site blogs, twitter page views and associative terms. In addition, this study derives viewers' response by extracting key words with opinion mining techniques that divide positive words, neutral words and negative words through customer sentiment analysis [18].

2.4 Cloud Machine Learning

There are many libraries and cloud computing system are available for machine learning. Since Machine learning is a complicated for coding. The major companies such as Google, Yahoo and others have developed Machine Learning with Software-as-a-Service for startups. Using Machine Learning is time consuming, so the developers have to take too much efforts. Therefore, paradigm of Cloud Computing and cloud providers are precious changes to stimulate machine learning platform. In the research from Daniel Pop, he did the survey which found that Machine Learning in circulated environments come in variety of approaches, providing feasible and cost-effective option to traditional Machine Learning and statistical application that are not absorbed on distributed environments [45].

Meanwhile, Google also officially published its cloud computing for startup called Google Cloud. The technologies provided new cloud and machine learning tool host in a part of the package. There are many businesses are using the google service such as Evernote, Snapchat Inc, and Airbus [46].

In Google Cloud Machine Learning, there are many services provided. One of them is Google Cloud Natural Language that provide powerful text analysis such as syntax analysis, entity analysis, sentiment analysis, entity sentiment analysis, and multi-language analysis. Since Google have just offered this service in 2016, there is not much research using this service yet. The study have searched in Google Scholar and Science Direct by using keyword “google cloud machine learning”, but we have found only one article that use video-to-text API and natural language processing of Google to focus on linguistic characteristics of lead user entrepreneur by using 404 videos from crowdfunding [47].

3. Research Methodology

In the study, the research methodology is a crucial part of the study regarded as the main ingredient in order to address the research questions or objectives. The methodology clarifies how a particular approach would be implemented. The research used the implementation driven research that aims in solving Cambodian popular music problem that use sentiment analysis to classify the opinion from the Social network and make the ranking, the study used implementation driven research [48].

First, the data we collected are from Facebook. Those data included page posts, comments, likes, and other related information. To gather data from Facebook, the study use Facebook Graph API explorers. The Graph API that Facebook provide is an efficient way to collect the data from Facebook [49]. Since the data got from Facebook Fan Page are in Khmer, the comments saved in database need to be translated into in English for doing sentiment analysis. To translate the comments from English, the study use GOOGLE CLOUD TRANSLATION API with Java Programming Language. Google Cloud Translation API offer simple interface for programming to translate string into any language by using Neural Machine Translation [50]. After translation into English, the study did the sentiment analysis which identify positive and negative feedback from the comments. To do sentiment analysis, there is a library from Google Cloud Platform to perform sentiment analysis. The service is Google Cloud Natural Language API which is a powerful text analysis library that can be used with Java Programming. This API show the text meaning by providing machine learning models in
easy way[^1]. Together with this API, the study also used Spring Framework to do the analysis. The sentiment analysis result got from this API provided information such as positive, negative, and neural.

4. KHHits.com

Khhits.com is a music ranking chart website which based on the number of likes and share, and the sentimental analysis of fans comments from music companies Facebook page posts. Khhits is the first website in Cambodia for music ranking chart. Khhits aims to measure the popularity of the music and artists in Cambodia. In order to do the ranking, the likes, comment, share in each post will be counted and calculated to know which song has the most like, comment, and share. Moreover, the system will update the ranking chart every week. Besides, it is the only one website where they can enjoy the music from all the major companies in Cambodia. It ensures the copyright of the music; the system embed the original url from the companies’ Facebook pages. Moreover, the website analysed the fans opinion about the music from each company: the research will aim to know the positive and negative opinion from the fans comment on each post of the Facebook pages.

4.1 Marketing of Music

To spread their music to the fans, the production companies and musicians upload the music in YouTube. YouTube is the biggest online video platform which can help the musicians reach and provide additional promotion of music video. Therefore, music production companies in Cambodia upload the full audio and music videos in YouTube. Beside YouTube, they also use other social networks to reach the fans. Meanwhile in Cambodia, Facebook is the most popular social network for Cambodian users. As stated in the report, there are 4.8 million users in 2017[^2]. Among the users, 3,700,000 users are interested in the entertainment including music. Compare to YouTube, Cambodian internet users are more active in Facebook. Therefore, the production companies openly uploaded the music videos in their official Facebook Pages. It's also supported that Facebook has more data about its users than other platforms that means they can collect the data about who's viewing the video, and have a well targeting audience when it comes to its Facebook advertisement[^3].

Throughout the interview with Mr. Pol Vibo, who is the Director of Town Production Company (Pol, 2017a), to find the popularity of the songs, the company manually check the feedbacks from the fans by the number of likes and shares also what fans commented which called word-of-mouth. However, they could not do it often. He also said that the company need the system which can provide the company the data. Original songs are going viral and more people listen to Khmer songs. But, it is still not yet well acknowledged. Also, the culture of copy the music is still going on. Therefore, the music productions need to always check the opinion and feedback for expanding their marketing plan from the fans. However, the companies just manually checked the feedback from Facebook posts. Moreover, 59.1% of respondents suggest to have the music ranking chart to know the popular songs.

4.2 Analysis on proposed system

The collected data are from Facebook. Those data included page posts, comments, likes, and other related information. To gather data from Facebook, the study used Facebook Graph API explorers. Figure 1 explained the process of gathering the data. The system connects to the Facebook Graph API through user access token API provided by Facebook. Then it will access to Facebook Page by its ID that is saved in database. After that, it will collect the posts, comments, users from the page. If the post exists in the database, it will

![Fig. 1. Facebook Data Streaming Activity Diagram](image-url)
update the comment and likes. If the post does not exist in database, it will be saved to database.

The figure 2 described the process of translating the comments and analyze the comments. The system first need to connect to the Google Cloud Platform that provide the API for translating and doing sentiment analysis. Before doing these processes, admin need to check the posts that collected from the pages. The posts need to be about the music. If the posts are not related to the music, the posts will be deleted from database. Also, the titles of the music are required to be edited since some pages have “name” field null, so the admin has to manually edit the title. After that, the admin can run the translate process. The process starts from getting all the comments from the database. Each comments are translated to English and save to database. Then, each comments are analyzed into positive and negative then save them to table posts. Also, each posts are also analysed sentiment and save the result to database. The system generates the ranking by calculating the number of likes 50%, number of share 10%, and positive score 40%.

The study collected the posts from seven Facebook Pages of the production companies which always upload the music into their pages. Those companies are Rasmey Hangmeas, Town Production, Sunday Production, M Production, Tena, Kmeng Khmer, and Small Word Small Band. As the result, The posts and comments from the pages are collected and saved to databases with the developed system using Spring Framework.

5.1.2 Sentiment Analysis

To do the Sentiment Analysis from all the comments, the research developed a system that atomically analyse the comments by using Spring Framework with Google Cloud Natural Language API. Before doing the sentiment analysis, the system firstly translates the comments into English then start to analyze sentiment in each comments. There are four columns that get from the database. The first comment could not be translated properly since the user commented in English which spell as Khmer. The second comment which is in Khmer means “The famous song writer, Son Ratha, has come to Sunday” also similar to the translated text from API “That Famous writer, Sonar, Came to Sande”. It reflects as the positive. Whereas the score from the API also offered 0.6 which means positive. However, the fourth comment translation is wrong. The comment meant “It’s the song that I am waiting, it’s really nice. But it lacks of flute sound”. But, the message translated to English from API means “the song I am awaiting is almost gone”. Also, the comment contains positive and also negative feedback, but the score that provided by the system is -0.2 which mean negative. Out of 10 comments, there are two comments could not be considered as accurate while the other 8 comments are accurate enough. Meanwhile, the figure 3 display top ten songs. The number one song is a song called "Confused Girl" which has 5569 likes, 3085 shares and 100% positive feedback from the fans. Even number 5th song has more likes, but the positive the feedback just only 84 %. The song number 2 and number 5 are the song related to one of the biggest holiday in Cambodia, that is why there are many positive feedbacks from fans. Beside these songs, the songs are self-compose songs by the famous singers.
Cambodian Popular Music was completely destroyed during Khmer Rouge. During that genocide, over two million people were killed including 90% of the nation's popular singers and musicians. After the country recovered from the wars during the mid 1990s, electronic broadcast and consumer media were specifically accessible to Cambodians. Currently, the Cambodian popular music dynamic and flows are observably directed by the multifaceted socioeconomic, political and creative forces. Due to these competing forces, Cambodian popular music status is in risky (Mamula, n.d.). To advertise the music, the companies uploaded the music into their official Facebook and YouTube accounts. To check the popularity and feedback of the songs, the companies manually check them once in a while according to the interview with[55]. The study proposed a ranking chart system which is based on the number of likes and shares, and the sentimental analysis of fans comments. To conduct the research, the study used implementation driven research to recommend a ranking chart websites. The development of the website followed system development life cycle using XP agile development methodology. The development has four main processes: data collection, translate the comments, sentiment analysis, and ranking. To collect the Facebook data, the study used Facebook Graph Explore API, Facebook4J and Spring Thymleaf Frameworks. Meanwhile, the translation and sentiment analysis were developed by using Google Cloud Natural Language API. The result has shown 80% of accuracy of translation and sentiment analysis. Some fans commented in Khmer using English spelling which lead to error for translation and sentiment analysis. The songs that got the positive feedbacks are mostly the original songs.

With the methodology of the research, the music production can expand competitive advantage and effectively assess the business competitive environment. It is believed that competitive intelligence can help the music companies to realize the feedback from the fans include weakness and strengths, enhance the music compositions. Moreover, it is hoped that the research would be a contribution to the evolution of Cambodian popular music evolution to grow more just like back in Golden age before the genocide. Plus, the companies also could find the trends of the music that currently people like to listen. Furthermore, the advertising operations can hold all the connection details they have with fans, and conducting smart publicity strategies that enable them to maintain the high level of buzz, not just only during release times but all over the entire year. By using the fans’ comments as the feedback about the artwork and music, it would encourage the electronic word of mouth which is called “e-WOM”. This can be discovered online without using the huge amounts of money on investing the traditional advertising and marketing campaigns. Also, the negative opinions should not be ignored because such opinions could be utilized for detecting what are the flaw with music and service. The comments on each post can be used effectively to distinguish fans' preferences, to get the related dissatisfaction to a song deficiency, and to also to correct the intention of errors. The sentiment analysis lets the companies be more efficient and functional in dealing with fans because sentimental analysis can be useful in such the areas as analysing the trends in music, handling fans' feedback and targeting the advertising operations. The comments on each post can be used effectively to distinguish fans' preferences, to get the related dissatisfaction to a song deficiency, and to also to correct the intention of errors. The sentiment analysis lets the companies be more efficient and functional in dealing with fans because sentimental analysis can be useful in such the areas as...
mentioned above such as analysing the trends in music, handling fans’ feedback and targeting the advertising operations.

For the further study, the study suggests to include the sentiment analysis from other social networks particularly YouTube for better ranking algorithm. Also, the further study should include the videos from other entertainment sectors such as movies, and TV shows. Moreover, it would be better to include the users’ statistics on each posts. With this study approach, sentiment analysis will be introduced to Cambodia for other industries such as tourism, education, and customer relationship management. Through the accuracy of result from the study, public and private organization are able to use this technology for purpose to find the knowledge from the massive data from social network.
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